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Abstract

We adapt direct, delayed, and fair simulation to alternating Büchi au-
tomata. Unlike with nondeterministic Büchi automata, naive quotients do
not preserve the recognized language. As a remedy, we present specifically
designed definitions of quotients, namely minimax and semi-elective quo-
tients: minimax quotients, which are simple and have a minimum number
of transitions, preserve the recognized language when usedwith direct but
not with delayed simulation, while semi-elective quotients, which are more
complicated and have more transitions, preserve the recognized language
when used with direct simulation as well as delayed simulation. Just as in
the case of nondeterministic Büchi automata, fair simulation cannot be used
for quotienting. We show that all three types of simulationsimply language
containment in the sense that if one automaton simulates another automaton
with respect to any of the three simulations, then the language recognized
by the latter is contained in the language recognized by the former. Our
approach is game-theoretic; the proofs rely on a specifically tailored join
operation for strategies in simulation games which is interesting in its own
right.

Computing all three types of simulation relations and the described quo-
tients is not more difficult than computing the corresponding relations and
the naive quotient for nondeterministic Büchi automata. For weak alternat-
ing Büchi automata, which are known to recognize all regularω-languages,
we present a particularly efficient algorithm running in time quadratic in the
input size.
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1 Introduction

An obvious task of theory is to provide reasonable and practically useful notions
for comparing automata. For this purpose, simulation relations, which capture the
intuitive notion that the moves of one automaton can be mimicked by the moves of
another automaton, were introduced and have been used successfully, especially
in automated verification. For instance, it is often crucialto check whether the
language of a given automaton (describing a system) is contained in the language
of another automaton (describing the allowed computations); a sufficient condi-
tion for this to hold is that the second automaton simulates the first automaton,
and therefore algorithms computing simulation relations are used for checking
language containment, see, e. g., [DHW91]. Also, it is oftennecessary to reduce
the state space of a large transition system or automaton (modeling the system or
the specification considered) before space and time consuming algorithms are ap-
plied; one way to do this is to replace the transition system or automaton in ques-
tion by a quotient in which states which mutually simulate each other are identi-
fied; for this purpose algorithms for computing simulation relations and quotients
have been applied as well, see, e. g., [EH00, SB00].

In previous work, simulation relations have been introduced for ordinary and
alternating transition systems, see, e. g., [Mil89, HRHK95, AHKV98], and used
for checking trace containment. In addition, there is a series of papers studying
simulation relations for (nondeterministic) Büchi automata, see, e. g., [HKR97,
EH00, ESW01], and nondeterministicω-automata with other acceptance condi-
tions. In this paper, we combine what has been done for alternating transition sys-
tems and nondeterministic Büchi automata: we introduce andstudy simulation re-
lations for alternating Büchi automata, the motivation being threefold. First, alter-
nation, in general, is a natural and powerful concept, and simulation relations for
alternating automata have only been studied for transitionsystems without accep-
tance conditions (yet in a more general setting, see [Mil89,HRHK95, AHKV98]).
Second, alternating Büchi automata are a generalization ofBüchi games (more
precisely, two-player infinite games on finite graphs with a Büchi winning con-
dition) in the sense that such a game can be viewed as a Büchi automaton over
a one-letter alphabet; thus, simulation relations for alternating Büchi automata
cover Büchi games as well. Third, over the last decade, alternating automata
have proved to be the right devices to study modal and temporal logics from an
automata-theoretic point of view, in particular, new automata-theoretic methods
for automated verification based on alternating automata have been developed,
see, e. g., [MSS88, Var94, KVW00], so that simulation relations for alternating
Büchi automata are of practical interest.

Our definitions of the various simulation relations for alternating Büchi au-
tomata are game-based and follow closely the approach of [ESW01]. The main
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technical difficulty to deal with are the two different types—existential and univer-
sal—of states present in alternating automata. Our definitions of the simulation
relations are most general with respect to this distinctionas we allow that a univer-
sal state simulates an existential state and vice versa. This yields smaller automata
after quotienting, but, as we prove, does not increase the complexity of the algo-
rithms.

Treating existential and universal states at the same time makes the situation
much more complicated. The naive quotient construction, which was also used
in [ESW01] for nondeterministic Büchi automata, does not work with alternating
Büchi automata. For this reason, we introduce new quotients, which we call min-
imax and semi-elective quotients and show can replace the naive quotient in the
context of alternating Büchi automata: minimax quotients with respect to direct
simulation and semi-elective quotients with respect to direct as well as delayed
simulation preserve the recognized languages. (For fair simulation, the situation
is hopeless, since it was already argued in [ESW01] that no reasonable fair quo-
tient can preserve the recognized language.) We also show that all three types of
simulation relations can be used for checking language containment.

Most of our results, especially the more complicated ones, rely on a specific
construction to compose strategies in simulation games, which is reminiscent of
intruder-in-the-middle attacks known from cryptography.Most of the technical
work goes into analyzing this strategy composition method.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review thebasic defini-
tions on alternating automata and two-player games on graphs, which are the main
tool of the paper. In Section 3, we present our definitions of the various simula-
tion relations and prove that simulation implies language containment. Sections 4
and 5 are the technical core of the paper and lay the ground forproving that di-
rect and delayed quotients preserve the language recognized. In Sections 6 and 7
the definitions of direct and delayed quotient are presentedand it is shown that
these quotients preserve the language recognized. Section8 presents efficient al-
gorithms for computing the simulation relations introduced.

2 Alternating Büchi Automata and Games

In this section, we fix basic notation and definitions. We describe the games which
all our simulation relations for alternating Büchi automata are based on, and we
review the definition of alternating Büchi automata we work with in this paper.

The set of natural numbers is denotedω. As usual, given a setΣ, we denote the
set of finite, finite but nonempty, and infinite sequences overΣ by Σ�, Σ+, andΣω,
respectively. We setΣ∞ = Σ�[Σω. Words overΣ are viewed as functions from an
initial segment ofω or ω itself to Σ, so whenw is a word, thenw(i) denotes the
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letter at itsith position where the first letter is in position 0, andw[i:: j℄ denotes the
substring extending from positioni through positionj.

WhenR is a binary relation, thenuRdenotesfv j (u;v) 2 Rg; similarly, Rv=fu j (u;v) 2 Rg. Whent is ann-tuple, pri(t) is theith component oft (for 1� i �
n).

2.1 Games

For our purposes, agameis a tuple

G= (P;P0;P1; pI ;Z;W) (1)

whereÆ P is the the set of all positions ofG,Æ fP0;P1g is a partition ofP into thepositionsof Player 0 and Player 1, re-
spectively, whereP0 = /0 andP1 = /0 are allowed,Æ pI 2 P is theinitial positionof G,Æ Z� P�P is the set ofmovesof G, andÆ W � Pω is thewinning setof G.

The directed graph(P;Z) is called thegame graphof G and also denoted byG
(with no danger of confusion).

A play in G is a maximal path throughG starting inpI ; a partial play is any
path throughG starting inpI . A play π = p0p1p2 : : : is winning for Player 1 ifπ
is finite and the last position ofπ belongs to Player 0 (it is her turn, but she cannot
move) or ifπ 2W. In all other cases, Player 0 wins the play.

A strategy for Player 0is a partial functionσ : P�P0!P satisfying the follow-
ing condition for everyπ2P� andp2 P0. If pZ 6= /0, thenσ(πp)2 pZ, elseσ(πp)
is undefined. A partial playπ is conform withσ (σ-conform)if for every i such
that i +1< jπj andπ(i) 2 P0, we haveπ(i +1) = σ(π(0) : : :π(i)). The strategyσ
is awinning strategyfor Player 0 if everyσ-conform play is winning for Player 0.
Player 0wins Gif he has a winning strategy.— For Player 1, the same notions are
defined by exchanging 0 with 1.

Note that if Player 0 plays according to a strategyτ and Player 1 plays accord-
ing to a strategyσ, the resulting play is completely determined. This play is called
the(τ;σ)-conformplay.

In general, whenσ is a strategy, then not all partial plays areσ-conform, which
means strategies need not be total functions. In fact, it is enough to require that a
strategy for Player 0 need only be defined for all partial plays π 2 P�P0 which are
σ-conform.
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2.2 Alternating Büchi automata

For the purpose of this paper, an alternating Büchi automaton is a tuple

A= (Q;Σ;qI ;∆;E;U;F) (2)

whereÆ Q is a finiteset of states,Æ Σ is a finitealphabet,Æ qI 2 Q is theinitial state,Æ fE;Ug is a partition ofQ in existentialanduniversal states,whereE = /0
andU = /0 are allowed, andÆ F �Q is the set ofaccepting states.

Acceptance of alternating Büchi automata is best defined viagames. For an
alternating Büchi automatonA as above and anω-word w 2 Σω, theword game
G(A;w) is defined as in (1) whereÆ P= Q�ω,Æ P0 =U �ω,Æ P1 = E�ω,Æ pI = (qI ;0),Æ Z = f((s; i);(s0; i +1)) j (s;w(i);s0) 2 ∆g, andÆ W = (P�(F�ω))ω.

Following [GH82], in the above game, Player 1 is calledAutomatonwhile
Player 0 is calledPathfinder. Acceptance is now defined as follows. The word
w is acceptedby the automatonA if Automaton wins the gameG(A;w). The
languagerecognizedby A is

L(A) = fw2 Σω j Automaton winsG(A;w)g : (3)

Forq2Q, we will write A(q) for thetranslationof A to q, which is defined to
be the same automaton, but with initial stateq, i. e.,A(q) = (Q;Σ;q;∆;E;U;F).

In figures, existential states are shown as diamonds and universal states as
squares; accepting states have double lines, see, e. g., Figure 1.
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3 Simulation Relations for Alternating Büchi Au-
tomata

In this section, we define three types of simulation relations for alternating Büchi
automata, namely direct, delayed, and fair simulation, which are all based on the
same simple game, only the winning condition varies. We showthat all these
simulations have the property that if an automaton simulates another automaton
the language recognized by the latter is contained in the language recognized by
the former—we say simulation implies language containment.

3.1 Direct, delayed, and fair simulation

Let A0 = (Q0;Σ; pI ;∆0;E0;U0;F0) andA1 = (Q1;Σ;qI ;∆1;E1;U1;F1) be alter-
nating Büchi automata. Thebasic simulation game G(A0;A1) goes as follows.

The game is played by two players,SpoilerandDuplicator,who play the game
in rounds. There can be an infinite number of rounds, and each individual round
is played as follows. At the beginning of a round, a pair(p;q) of statesp 2 Q0

andq2 Q1 is given, and the players play as follows.

1. Spoiler chooses a lettera2 Σ.

2. Spoiler and Duplicator play as follows, depending on the modes ofp andq.Æ If (p;q) 2 E0�E1, then Spoiler chooses a transition(p;a; p0) 2 ∆0

and after that Duplicator chooses a transition(q;a;q0) 2 ∆1.Æ If (p;q) 2 U0�U1, then Spoiler chooses a transition(q;a;q0) 2 ∆1

and after that Duplicator chooses a transition(p;a; p0) 2 ∆0.Æ If (p;q)2E0�U1, then Spoiler chooses transitions(p;a; p0)2 ∆0 and(q;a;q0) 2 ∆1.Æ If (p;q) 2U0�E1, then Duplicator chooses transitions(p;a; p0) 2 ∆0

and(q;a;q0) 2 ∆1.

3. The starting pair for the next round is(p0;q0).
The first round begins with the pair(pI ;qI ). If, at any point during the course
of the game, a player cannot proceed any more, he or she looses(early). When
the players proceed as above and no player looses early, theyconstruct an infinite
sequence(p0;q0);(p1;q1); : : : of pairs of states (withp0 = pI andq0 = qI ), and
this sequence determines the winner depending on the type ofsimulation relation
we are interested in:
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Direct simulation (di): Duplicator wins if for everyi with pi 2 F0 we haveqi 2
F1.

Delayed simulation (de): Duplicator wins if for everyi with pi 2 F0 there exists
j � i such thatq j 2 F1.

Fair simulation (f): Duplicator wins if there are infinitely manyj with q j 2 F1

whenever there are infinitely manyi with pi 2 F0.

In all other cases, Spoiler wins.
The games above can formally be described as follows, using the notion of

game from the previous section. Spoiler takes over the role of Player 0, while
Duplicator takes over the role of Player 1. The positions in the game reflect the
status of a round. We have positions of the form(p;q) for the starting point of a
round. We have positions of the form(p;q;a;S;b;S0;b0) which represent the fact
that the round started out in(p;q), Spoiler chose the lettera, playerS (Spoiler
or Duplicator) first has to pick a transition inAb and after that playerS0 has to
pick a position inAb0. Finally, we have positions of the form(p;q;a;S0;b0) which
represent the fact that Spoiler chose the lettera, and playerS0 still has to pick a
transition inAb0 . That is, in the formal definition of the game, we use

Us = Q0�Q1�Σ�fsg�f0;1g�fs;dg�f0;1g ; (4)

Ud = Q0�Q1�Σ�fdg�f0;1g�fs;dg�f0;1g ; (5)

Vs = Q0�Q1�Σ�fsg�f0;1g ; (6)

Vd = Q0�Q1�Σ�fdg�f0;1g : (7)

Given a typex2 fdi;de; fg, the gameGx(A0;A1) is defined by

Gx(A0;A1) = (P;P0;P1;(pI ;qI);Z;Wx) (8)

where

P= (Q0�Q1)[Us[Ud[Vs[Vd ; (9)

P0 = (Q0�Q1)[Us[Vs ; (10)

P1 =Ud[Vd ; (11)
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the setZ� P�P contains all moves of the form((p;q);(p;q;a;s;0;d;1)) ; for p2 E0;q2 E1;a2 Σ ; (12)((p;q);(p;q;a;s;0;s;1)) ; for p2 E0;q2U1;a2 Σ ; (13)((p;q);(p;q;a;d;0;d;1)) ; for p2U0;q2 E1;a2 Σ ; (14)((p;q);(p;q;a;s;1;d;0)) ; for p2U0;q2U1;a2 Σ ; (15)((p;q;a;x;0;y;1);(p0;q;a;y;1)) ; for (p;a; p0) 2 ∆0;x;y2 fs;dg ; (16)((p;q;a;s;1;d;0);(p;q0;a;d;0)) ; for (q;a;q0) 2 ∆1 ; (17)((p;q;a;d;0);(p0;q)) ; for (p;a; p0) 2 ∆0 ; (18)((p;q;a;x;1);(p;q0)) ; for (q;a;q0) 2 ∆1;x2 fs;dg : (19)

Note that not all positions are reachable from the initial position of the game
or from any position in(Q0�Q1). These unreachable positions can be removed
(cf. Section 8), but this would make the proofs somewhat morecomplicated, so
we keep them.

The winning condition depends on the type of simulation relation (see above).
To phrase it concisely, we will use the following notation. We will write F̂0 for
the set of all positions with an element fromF0 in the first component and̂F1 for
the set of all positions with an element fromF1 in the second component. Also,
we will write F̄0 and F̄1 for Pn F̂0 andPn F̂1. Now we can state the winning
conditions formally:

Thedirect winning conditionisWdi = (F̄0[ F̂1)ω.

Thedelayed winning conditionisWde= Pω nP�(F̂0\ F̄1)(F̄1)ω.

Thefair winning conditionisW f = Pω nP�((F̂0\ F̄1)(F̄1)�)ω, respectively.

Forx2 fdi;de; fg, we define a relation�x on alternating Büchi automata. We
write A�x B when Duplicator has a winning strategy inGx(A;B) and say thatB
x-simulates A. For statesp of A, q of B, we write p�x q to indicate thatB(q)
x-simulatesA(p). We writeGx(p;q) instead ofGx(A(p);B(q)).

As an example for a simulation game, consider the automatonA given in Fig-
ure 1, which we view as an automaton over the alphabetfa;bg.

We argue that the gamesGde(0;1), Gde(1;0), Gf (0;1) andGf (1;0) are a win
for Duplicator. To see this, consider the strategyσ defined by

σ(P�(0;2;b;d;0)) = (2;2) ; (20)

σ(P�(1;y;b;d;0)) = (2;y) ; for y= 1;2 ; (21)

σ(P�(2;2;b;d;1)) = (2;2) : (22)
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Figure 1: alternating Büchi automaton

In a play starting in position(0;1), Spoiler has to choose the letterb, or he
loses early, and he has to choose the transition(1;b;2), i. e., the play reaches
position (0;2;b;d;0). Using σ, Duplicator now chooses the transition(0;b;2),
and the next round starts in position(2;2). Spoiler now always has to choose
the letterb and the transition(2;b;2) (or he loses early), but Duplicator (usingσ)
always chooses the same transition, so the play stays in(2;2) and is thus a win for
Duplicator.

If the play starts in(1;0), the strategyσ also ensures that a play is either an
early lose for Spoiler or eventually stays in(2;2).
Lemma 1 The following relations hold between the three types of simulation re-
lations: �di (�de(� f : (23)

Proof. SinceWdi �Wde�W f , the inclusions follow immediately. These inclu-
sions are strict, for consider the automataA0 andA1 defined by

A0 = (fq0;q1g;fag;q0;f(qi;a;q1) j i 2 f0;1gg;fq0;q1g; /0;fq1g) ; (24)

A1 = (fq2;q3g;fag;q2;f(qi;a;q3) j i 2 f2;3gg;fq2;q3g; /0;fq2g) : (25)

We haveq1 �de q0, butq1 6�di q0, andq2 � f q3, butq2 6�de q3. 2
We say that an alternating Büchi automaton as in (2) iscompleteif for every

q2Q, a2 Σ, there is aq0 2Q such that(q;a;q0) 2 ∆. Clearly, if we are given two
alternating Büchi automataA andB such thatA�x B for somex2 fx;di;de; fg,
then, by adding at most two new states and at most(jΣj � (jQj+ 2)) many tran-
sitions, we can turnA and B into equivalent complete automataA and B such
that A�x B still holds. Therefore, we henceforth assume that all automata are
complete; we allow incomplete automata only in Section 8, where we study al-
gorithms for computing simulation relations, and in examples, which we want to
keep small.
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3.2 Simulation implies language containment

The first theorem states that all types of simulation imply language containment:

Theorem 1 Let x2 fdi;de; fg and A0 and A1 be alternating Büchi automata. If
A0 �x A1, then L(A0)� L(A1).

Before we turn to the proof, we introduce useful conventionsand notations
concerning plays of simulation games.
Formally, a play of a simulation game is an infinite sequenceT = t0t0

0t1
0t1t0

1t1
1 : : :

whereti 2 Q0�Q1, t0
i 2 Us[Ud and t1

i 2 Vs[Vd. But the playT is obviously
completely determined by the infinite sequencet0t1 : : : and the wordw2 Σω that
is the sequence of letters in the third components of thet0

i ’s—recall that eacht0
i is

of the form(p;q;a;S;b;S0;b0) wherea is a letter fromΣ. A similar statement holds
true for a partial play ending in a position inQ0�Q1: such a partial play is also
determined by its subsequence ofQ0�Q1-positions and the respective sequence
of letters. That is, there is a natural partial mapping

ξ : (Q0�Q1)∞�Σ∞ ! set ofGx(A0;A1)-plays ; (26)

which maps((pi;qi)i<n;w) (wheren2 ω[fωg) to the corresponding partial play,
provided there is such a play. This is the case if

1. jwj+1= n and

2. for all i with i +1< n, (pi;w(i); pi+1) 2 ∆0 and(qi;w(i);qi+1) 2 ∆1.

An element of the domain ofξ will be called aprotoplay.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let A0 andA1 be as above and letσ be a winning strategy
for Duplicator inGx(A0;A1). Let w2 L(A0), and letσ0 be a winning strategy for
Automaton inG(A0;w). We have to show that Automaton has a winning strategy
σ00 in G(A1;w).

While playingG(A1;w), Automaton (inG(A1;w)) simultaneously plays the
gameGx(A0;A1) and the gameG(A0;w). In both plays he makes the moves for
both players, Spoiler and Duplicator as well as Automaton and Pathfinder, and
usesσ andσ0 to determine their moves. In other words, Automaton works asa
puppeteer and moves four puppets at the same time. In this spirit, Automaton and
Pathfinder inG(A0;w) and Spoiler and Duplicator inGx(A0;A1) will be called the
automaton puppet, the pathfinder puppet, the spoiler puppet, and the duplicator
puppet, respectively.

Automaton plays in a way such that after each round
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Æ the state components ofG(A0;w) and G(A1;w) agree with the two state
components ofGx(A0;A1), andÆ the partial games inGx(A0;A1) andG(A0;w) are conform withσ andσ0.

Then, clearly, sinceσ andσ0 are winning, in the emerging plays inG(A1;w) in-
finitely many states will be inF, that is, Automaton winsG(A1;w).

The above can be achieved easily:Æ In Gx(A0;A1), Automaton usesσ to determine the moves of the duplicator
puppet.Æ In G(A0;w), Automaton usesσ0 to determine the moves of the automaton
puppet.Æ In Gx(A0;A1), Automaton moves the spoiler puppet as follows.

If the spoiler puppet needs to choose a letter, Automaton chooses the re-
spective letter from the given wordw.

If the spoiler puppet needs to choose a state inA1, then this is because the
current state fromA1 is universal, which means Pathfinder goes inG(A1;w).
Automaton lets the spoiler puppet mimic this move inGx(A0;A1).
If the spoiler puppet needs to choose a state inA1, then this is because the
current state fromA1 is existential, which means it is the automaton puppet’s
turn inG(A0;w). In G(A0;w), he lets the automaton puppet move according
to σ0 (see above) and inGx(A0;A1), he lets the spoiler puppet mimic this
move.Æ In G(A0;w), if it is the pathfinder puppet’s turn, then this is because the
current state inA1 is universal, which means the duplicator puppet’s goes
in Gx(A0;A1). In Gx(A0;A1), he lets the duplicator puppet move according
to σ (see above) and inG(A0;w), he lets the pathfinder puppet mimic this
move.

We now proceed with a formal treatment. In order to define the winning strat-
egyσ00 of Automaton inG(A1;w), we need partial functions pr0 and pr1 mapping
partial Gx(A0;A1)-protoplays to prefixes ofG(A0;w)-plays andG(A1;w)-plays,
respectively. For any partialGx(A0;A1)-protoplayT = ((pi;qi)i�n;w[0::n� 1℄),
we set

pr0(T) = (p0;0) : : :(pn;n) and pr1(T) = (q0;0) : : :(qn;n) : (27)
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We defineσ00 as follows. IfT = ((pi;qi)i�n+1;w[0::n℄) is a partialσ-conform
protoplay such that pr0(T) is σ0-conform and such thatqn 2 E1, we set

σ00((q0;0) : : :(qn;n)) = (qn+1;n+1): (28)

We show that (1) this function is well-defined, (2) this function is a strategy for
Automaton, and (3) this strategy is winning.

(1) First, assumeT = ((p0;q0) : : :(pn;qn);w[0::n�1℄) is some partialσ-con-
form protoplay such that(p0;0) : : :(pn;n) is σ0-conform. We show that for every
q 2 Q1, there is at most onep 2 Q0 such that((p0;q0) : : :(pn;qn)(p;q);w[0::n℄)
is a partialσ-conform protoplay and(p0;0) : : :(pn;n)(p;n+1) is σ0-conform. If
pn 2 E0, thenσ0 determinesp, and if pn 2U0, thenσ determinesp. We can now
showσ00 is well-defined.

Assume there are two protoplaysT = ((p0;q0) : : :(pn;qn)(p;q);w[0::n℄) and
T̂ = ((p̂0;q0) : : :(p̂n;qn)(p̂; q̂);w[0::n℄) such thatq 6= q̂, qn 2 E1 and such that
pr0(T) and pr0(T̂) are σ0-conform. Then, by the above argument,pi = p̂i for
i � n. But sinceqn 2 E1, q= q̂ is determined byσ.

(2) We have to show that the domain ofσ00 contains allσ00-conform plays
T = (q0;0) : : :(qn;n) with qn 2 E1. We prove this by induction. Ifqi 2 U1 for
i < n, thenσ does not impose any restriction on any of theqi for i � n, so t
is in the domain ofσ00. If there is somei < n such thatqi 2 E1, we argue as
follows. Assumei is maximal with this property. Then, by induction hypothesis,(q0;0) : : :(qi; i) is in the domain ofσ00. Sinceσ does not impose any restriction on
q j for i < j � n, T is also in the domain ofσ00.

(3) AssumeV is someσ00-conform play. Then, by construction, there is aσ-
conform protoplayT = ((p0;q0)(p1;q1) : : : ;w) such that pr1(T) = V and pr0(T)
is σ0-conform. Sinceσ0 was assumed to be winning, we know that there exist
infinitely many i with pi 2 F0. Sinceσ was also assumed to be winning, there
exist infinitely manyi0 with qi0 2 F1. This showsV is a win for Automaton. 2
4 Composing Simulation Strategies

In this section, letx 2 fdi;de; fg. We will introduce the join of two Duplicator
strategies, a concept fundamental for the proofs of the results in Sections 5 and 7.
The idea is that two strategies for simulation games starting in positions(q0;q1)
and(q1;q2), respectively, can be merged to a joint strategy for a game starting in(q0;q2); this joint strategy inherits crucial properties of the twooriginal strategies
(see Lemmas 3 and 4).

Let k2Q0, p2Q1, q2Q2. Let σ0 be a Duplicator strategy for the basic game
G(k; p), and letσ1 be a Duplicator strategy for the basic gameG(p;q).
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To describe the join of the strategiesσ0 andσ1, denotedσ0 ./ σ1, informally,
we can again use the puppeteering metaphor of the previous section: Duplicator,
playing G(k;q) using σ0 ./ σ1, simultaneously playsG(k; p) andG(p;q). His
four puppets are the Spoiler and the Duplicator of these games. We will call the
Spoiler and the Duplicator ofG(k; p) the left spoiler puppet and the left duplicator
puppet, while the Spoiler and Duplicator ofG(p;q) are the right spoiler puppet
and the right duplicator puppet.

Duplicator (ofG(k;q), our puppeteer) plays in such a way that after each roundÆ the first state component ofG(k; p) and the second state component of
G(p;q) agree with the first and second state component ofG(k;q), respec-
tively, andÆ the second state component ofG(k; p) agrees with the first state component
of G(p;q), andÆ the partial plays inG(k; p) andG(p;q) are conform withσ0 andσ1, respec-
tively.

This can be achieved in the following way:Æ In G(k; p), Duplicator usesσ0 to determine the moves of the left duplicator
puppet, whileÆ in G(p;q), he usesσ1 to determine the moves of the right duplicator puppet.Æ If one of the spoiler puppets has to choose a letter, it chooses the letter that
the Spoiler ofG(k;q) has chosen in this round.Æ If the left spoiler puppet has to choose a transition of∆0, Spoiler has to
choose such a transition in this round, too (the identical first state compo-
nents ofG(k; p) andG(k;q) are existential). The left spoiler puppet mimics
this choice.

If the left spoiler puppet has to choose a transition of∆1, this is because
the second state component is universal. Since this component agrees with
the first state component inG(p;q), the right duplicator puppet also has
to choose such a transition. Duplicator lets the left spoiler puppet mimic
the move of the right duplicator puppet. This move of the right duplicator
puppet is done according toσ1 (see above).Æ If the right spoiler puppet has to choose a transition of∆2, Spoiler also has
to choose such a transition and his move is mimicked by the right spoiler
puppet (the second state components ofG(p;q) andG(k;q) are identical; in
this case, they are universal).
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If the right spoiler puppet has to choose a transition of∆1, this is because
the first state component is existential. Since this component agrees with
the second state component inG(k; p), the left duplicator puppet also has
to choose such a transition. Duplicator lets the right spoiler puppet mimic
the move of the left duplicator puppet, and the move of this puppet is deter-
mined byσ0 (see above).

To define this strategy formally, we also have to keep track ofthe sequence of
second state components ofG(k; p), which is the sequence of first state compo-
nents ofG(p;q). We now continue with the formal definitions.

We simultaneously and inductively define thejoint strategyσ0 ./ σ1, a Dupli-
cator strategy forG(k;q), and a sequence ofQ1-states (starting withp) for partial(σ0 ./ σ1)-conformG(k;q)-plays, the so-calledintermediate p-sequence.

The definition (construction) of the joint strategyσ0 ./ σ1 for the prefix of a
play that has lasted forn rounds uses the intermediatep-sequence of lengthn+1
for this prefix, and in turn the(n+ 1)th (σ0 ./ σ1)-conform round defines the(n+2)th element of the intermediatep-sequence for the prolonged prefix.

The definition will have the following property.

Property 1 If ((k j ;q j) j<n+1;w) is a partial (σ0 ./ σ1)-conform protoplay and(p j) j<n+1 is the intermediate p-sequence for this protoplay, then((k j ; p j) j<n+1;w)
is a partial σ0-conform G(k; p)-protoplay and((p j ;q j) j<n+1;w) is a partial σ1-
conform protoplay.

Initially, for the G(k;q)-protoplay((k;q);ε) (i.e., for the prefix of the play
where no moves have been played), the intermediatep-sequence isp. Note that
Property 1 is fulfilled.

Now assume that for a(σ0 ./ σ1)-conform protoplayT = ((ki;qi)i<n+1;w),
the intermediatep-sequence is given by(pi)i<n+1 (andk0 = k; p0 = p;q0 = q).
In particular,T and (pi)i<n+1 have Property 1. LetT 0 = ((ki; pi)i<n+1;w) and
T 00 = ((pi;qi)i<n+1;w). Recall that the last position ofξ(T) is (kn;qn).

In order to defineσ0 ./ σ1 andpn+1 for the round followingT, we distinguish
eight cases depending on the modes ofkn, pn, andqn.

Case EEE,(kn; pn;qn) 2 E0�E1�E2. Assume Spoiler chooses theG(k;q)-
positionst0

n = (kn;qn;a;s;0;d;1) andt1
n = (kn+1;qn;a;d;1). Let

σ0(ξ(T 0)(kn; pn;a;s;0;d;1)(kn+1; pn;a;d;1)) = (kn+1; pn+1) ; (29)

σ1(ξ(T 00)(pn;qn;a;s;0;d;1)(pn+1;qn;a;d;0)) = (pn+1;qn+1) : (30)

We define

σ0 ./ σ1(ξ(T)t0
nt1

n) = (kn+1;qn+1) (31)
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and define(pi)i�n+1 to be the intermediatep-sequence for the partial protoplay((ki;qi)i�n+1;wa); note that the two have Property 1.
Case EUE,(kn; pn;qn) 2 E0�U1�E2. Assume Spoiler chooses theξ(T)-

positionst0
n = (kn;qn;a;s;0;d;1) andt1

n = (kn+1;qn;a;d;1). Let

σ1(ξ(T 00)(pn;qn;a;d;0;d;1)) = (pn+1;qn;a;d;1) ; (32)

σ1(ξ(T00)(pn;qn;a;d;0;d;1)(pn+1;qn;a;d;1)) = (pn+1;qn+1): (33)

We define

σ0 ./ σ1(ξ(Tn)t0
nt1

n) = (kn+1;qn+1) (34)

and(pi)i�n+1 as the corresponding intermediatep-sequence.
Case UEU,(kn; pn;qn) 2U0�E1�U2. Assume that the followingG(k;q)-

positions aret0
n = (kn;qn;a;s;1;d;0) andt1

n = (kn;qn+1;a;d;0). Let

σ0(ξ(T 0)(kn; pn;a;d;1;d;0)) = (kn+1; pn;a;d;1) ; (35)

σ0(ξ(T0)(kn; pn;a;d;1;d;0)(kn+1; pn;a;d;1)) = (kn+1; pn+1): (36)

We define

σ0 ./ σ1(ξ(Tn)t0
nt1

n) = (kn+1;qn+1) (37)

and(pi)i�n+1 as the corresponding intermediatep-sequence.
Case UUU,(kn; pn;qn) 2U0�U1�U2. Assume that the followingG(k;q)-

positions aret0
n = (kn;qn;a;s;1;d;0) andt1

n = (kn;qn+1;a;d;0). Let

σ1(ξ(T00)(pn;qn;a;s;1;d;0)(pn;qn+1;a;d;0)) = (pn+1;qn+1) ; (38)

σ0(ξ(T 0)(kn; pn;a;s;1;d;0)(kn; pn+1;a;d;0)) = (kn+1; pn+1) : (39)

We define

σ0 ./ σ1(ξ(T)t0
nt1

n) = (kn+1;qn+1) (40)

and(pi)i�n+1 as the next intermediatep-sequence.
Case UEE,(kn; pn;qn) 2U0�E1�E2. Assume Spoiler chooses the position

t0
n = (kn;qn;a;d;0;d;1). Let

σ0(ξ(T0)(kn; pn;a;d;0;d;1)) = (kn+1; pn;a;d;1) ; (41)

σ0(ξ(T 0)(kn; pn;a;d;0;d;1)(kn+1; pn;a;d;1)) = (kn+1; pn+1) ; (42)

σ1(ξ(T00)(pn;qn;a;s;0;d;1)(pn+1;qn;a;d;1)) = (pn+1;qn+1): (43)
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We define

σ0 ./ σ1(Tnt
0
n) = (kn+1;qn;a;d;1) ; (44)

σ0 ./ σ1(Tnt
0
n(kn+1;qn;a;d;1)) = (kn+1;qn+1) ; (45)

and choose(pi)i�n+1 as the corresponding intermediatep-sequence.
Case UUE,(kn; pn;qn) 2 U0�U1� E2, and the following Spoiler-chosen

ξ(Tn)-position ist0
n = (kn;qn;a;d;0;d;1). Let

σ1(ξ(T 00)(pn;qn;a;d;0;d;1)) = (pn+1;qn;a;d;1) ; (46)

σ1(ξ(T00)(pn;qn;a;d;0;d;1)(pn+1;qn;a;d;1)) = (pn+1;qn+1) ; (47)

σ0(ξ(T0)(kn; pn;a;s;1;d;0)(kn; pn+1a;d;0)) = (kn+1; pn+1) : (48)

We define

σ0 ./ σ1(Tnt
0
n) = (kn+1;qn;a;d;1) ; (49)

σ0 ./ σ1(Tnt
0
n(kn+1;qn;a;d;1)) = (kn+1;qn+1) ; (50)

and choose(pi)i�n+1 as the corresponding intermediatep-sequence.
Case EEU,(kn; pn;qn) 2 E0�E1�U2. Assume Spoiler chooses theG(k;q)-

positionst0
n =(kn;qn;a;s;0;s;1)andt1

n =(kn+1;qn;a;s;1) andtn+1=(kn+1;qn+1).
Let

σ0(ξ(T0)(kn; pn;a;s;0;d;1)(kn+1; pn;a;d;1)) = (kn+1; pn+1) : (51)

We define(pi)i�n+1 as the corresponding intermediatep-sequence (the strategy
σ0 ./ σ1 need not be defined in this case, since Duplicator cannot movein a turn
starting with aE0�U2-state).

Case EUU,(kn; pn;qn) 2 E0�U1�U2, and the following Spoiler-chosen
ξ(Tn)-positions are the three positions defined byt0

n = (kn;qn;a;s;0;s;1), t1
n =(kn+1;qn;a;s;1) andtn+1 = (kn+1;qn+1). Let

σ1(ξ(T 00)(pn;qn;a;s;1;d;0)(pn;qn+1;a;d;0)) = (pn+1;qn+1): (52)

We define(pi)i�n+1 as the next intermediatep-sequence (again,σ0 ./ σ1 need not
be defined).

This completes the description ofσ0 ./ σ1. It will be thoroughly analyzed in
the next section.

5 Fundamental Properties of Simulation Relations
and Composed Strategies

In this section, letx2 fdi;de; fg. We will show crucial properties of the simula-
tion relation�x.
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Fundamental for the study of�x is the following lemma, which is similar
to [ESW01, Lemma 4.1].

Lemma 2 Let A0, A1 be alternating Büchi automata and let p;q be states of A0

and A1, respectively, such that p�x q. Let a2 Σ.

1. If (p;q)2 E0�E1, there is, for every p0 2 ∆0(p;a), a q0 2 ∆1(q;a) such that
p0 �x q0.

2. If (p;q) 2 E0�U1, for all p0 2 ∆0(p;a) and for all q0 2 ∆1(q;a) we have
p0 �x q0.

3. If (p;q) 2U0�E1, there are a p0 2 ∆0(p;a) and a q0 2 ∆1(q;a) such that
p0 �x q0.

4. If (p;q) 2U0�U1, there is, for every q0 2 ∆1(q;a), a p0 2 ∆0(p;a) such
that p0 �x q0.

Proof. First, let(p;q) 2 E0�E1. Sincep�x q, in a playT of Gx(p;q) starting
with T0 = (p;q)(p;q;a;s;0;d;1)(p0;q;a;d;1), i. e., p0 2 ∆(p;a), Duplicator can
use a winning strategyσ. Let (p0;q0) = σ(T0). Sinceσ is a winning strategy for
Duplicator, there is a winning strategy of Duplicator forGx(p0;q0), thusp0 �x q0.

Similar arguments yield the claims for the other three cases, i. e., the case(p;q) 2U0�U1 is symmetric, while the arguments for the other cases are as fol-
lows. Case(p;q) 2 E0�U1: If Duplicator cannot move in a round but has a win-
ning strategy at the beginning of that round, he also has a winning strategy at the
beginning of the next round, no matter what Spoiler does. Case (p;q) 2U0�E1:
If Duplicator has a winning strategy and can choose both transitions, he can
choose the transitions using his winning strategy. Then he has a winning strat-
egy at the beginning of the next round. 2

We now want to show that�x is reflexive and transitive, i. e., a preorder. Re-
flexivity is obvious: whenever in a play a position(q;q) 2 E�E is reached, Du-
plicator can move in the second component to the state that Spoiler has chosen in
the first component; for(q;q) 2U �U , he does the same in the first component
(Duplicator literally duplicates Spoiler’s moves). Usingthis strategy, Duplicator
wins the game in all three versions.

Transitivity needs some more care. We will show this by usingthe join of two
Duplicator strategies, as defined in Section 4.

We can easily verify the following.
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Lemma 3 (composing winning strategies)Let k2Q0, p2Q1, and q2Q2 such
that k�x p and p�x q. Letσ0 be a Duplicator strategy for Gx(k; p), and letσ1

be a Duplicator strategy for Gx(p;q).
If σ0 andσ1 are winning strategies,σ0 ./ σ1 is a winning strategy (i.e., k�x p

and p�x q imply k�x q).

Proof. Let σ0;σ1 be winning strategies, and letT be a(σ0 ./ σ1)-conform play
with intermediatep-sequence(pi)i<ω. Note that the playsT 0 andT 00 (as defined
in Section 4) areσ0-conform andσ1-conform, respectively.

In the case of direct simulation, sinceT 0 is σ0-conform, for everyi such that
ki 2 F0, we havepi 2 F1. And sinceT 00 is σ1-conform, this impliesqi 2 F2, that
is, T is a win for Duplicator.

In the case of delayed simulation, for everyi such thatki 2 F0, there is aj0� i
such thatp j0 2 F1, sinceT 0 is σ0-conform. And in turn, by theσ1-conformity of
T 00, there is aj1 � j0 such thatq j1 2 F2. HenceT is a win for Duplicator.

Finally, for fair simulation, if there are infinitely manyi such thatki 2 F0,
the σ0-conformity of T 0 ensures that there are also infinitely manyj such that
p j 2 F1, and theσ1-conformity ofT 00 ensures that there are infinitely manyl such
thatql 2 F2. So againT is a win for Duplicator. 2

In the sequel, we will call a Duplicator strategyσ for a gameG(p0;q0) �x-
respectingif p �x q holds true for every position reachable in any play where
Duplicator followsσ.

The following is easy to see:

Remark 1 A winning strategy of Duplicator for an x-simulation game is�x-
respecting.

The converse is false forx2 fde; fg, as we will see later.

Lemma 4 (composing�x-respecting strategies)If σ0 andσ1 are�x-respecting
strategies, thenσ0 ./ σ1 is a�x-respecting strategy.

Proof. Let τ be a Spoiler strategy forGx(k;q), and letT = ((t j) j<ω;w) be the(τ;σ0 ./ σ1)-conform protoplay. We havek�x p�x q, hencek�x q, by Lemma 3.
Now let i 2 ω, andTi = ((t j) j�i;w[0::i�1℄) be the prefix ofT of lengthi +1.

Let ti = (ki;qi), and let(p j) j�i be the intermediatep-sequence ofTi . Assume
ki �x pi �x qi .

We show thatki+1�x pi+1�x qi+1 holds for the next(Q0�Q2)-positionti+1=(ki+1;qi+1) of T and the next state of the intermediatep-sequence, distinguishing
four cases:
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In the first case, let(ki ;qi) 2U0�U2. Let t0
i := τ(ξ(Ti)) = (ki ;qi;a;s;1;d;0)

andt1
i := τ(ξ(Ti)t0

i ) = (ki;qi+1;a;d;0). Let σ0 ./ σ1(ξ(Ti)t0
i t1

i ) = (ki+1;qi+1), and
pi+1 be the next state of the intermediatep-sequence according to Section 4.

If pi 2 E1, the definition ofσ0 ./ σ1 implieski+1 �x pi+1, sinceξ(T 0) is σ0-
conform (bothki+1 and pi+1 are chosen according toσ0). And pi+1 �x qi+1 by
Lemma 2, sincepi �x qi and(pi;qi) 2 E1�U2. Henceki+1 �x qi+1.

If pi 2U1, the definition ofσ0 ./ σ1 also implieski+1 �x qi+1, sinceξ(T 00) is
σ1-conform (pi+1 is chosen according toσ1, hencepi+1�x qi+1). Becauseξ(T0

i+1)
is σ0-conform (i.e.,ki+1 is chosen according toσ0), we haveki+1�x pi+1�x qi+1.

The other cases are shown analogously, i. e., the case(ki;qi)2E0�E2 is sym-
metric toU0�U2, and in the casesE0�U2 andU0�E2, the definition ofσ0 ./σ1

together with Lemma 2 also straightly shows the desired property. 2
Corollary 1 For x 2 fdi;de; fg, �x is a preorder, that is,�x is reflexive and
transitive.

Being a preorder,�x induces an equivalence relation�x by virtue of

p�x q iff p�x q andq�x p: (53)

By Theorem 1,p�x q implies L(A(p)) = L(A(q)). The relations�di, �de, � f

are calleddirect, delayedandfair simulation equivalence, respectively.
In the next section, we will study quotient automata modulo�x (in fact, for

x = di andx = de only, since fair quotienting does not preserve the language,
see [ESW01]). We will need one more notion, namely the notionof maximal and
minimal successors of states.

Let q be a state of an alternating Büchi automaton, anda 2 Σ. A stateq0 2
∆(q;a) is ax-maximal a-successor of qiff q00 �x q0 holds for everyq00 2 ∆(q;a)
with q0 �x q00. We define

maxxa(q) = fq0 2 ∆(q;a) j q0 is ax-maximala-successor ofqg : (54)

A stateq0 2 ∆(q;a) is a x-minimal a-successor of qiff q0 �x q00 for every
q00 2 ∆(q;a) with q00 �x q0. We define

minx
a(q) = fq0 2 ∆(q;a) j q0 is ax-minimala-successor ofqg : (55)

We will also write mina and maxa instead of minxa and maxxa if the context
determines the intended winning mode.

As a corollary of Lemma 2, we find:

Corollary 2 Let p2 Q0;q2 Q1 be states of alternating Büchi automata A0 and
A1 such that p�x q. Let a2 Σ.
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1. If (p;q)2 E0�E1 and p0 2maxxa(p), then there is a q0 2maxxa(q) such that
p0 �x q0.

2. If (p;q) 2U0�U1 and p0 2minx
a(p), then there is a q0 2minx

a(q) such that
p0 �x q0.

3. If (p;q) 2 E0�U1, then all x-maximal a-successors of p and all x-minimal
a-successors of q are x-equivalent.

Proof. For the first part, let(p;q) 2 E0�E1 andp0 2 maxa(p). By Lemma 2.1,
we find aq0 2 ∆(q;a) such thatp0 �x q0. Let q00 2 ∆(q;a) such thatq0 �x q00.
Applying Lemma 2.1 again, there is ap00 2 ∆(p;a) such thatq00 �x p00, i.e., since
p0 is a x-maximala-successor,p0 �x q0 �x q00 �x p00 �x p0 �x q0. Henceq0 is a
x-maximala-successor ofq and satisfiesp0 �x q0.

The second part is dual to the case(p;q) 2 E0�E1.
For the third part, let(p;q) 2 E0�U1, p0 2 maxxa(p), q0 2 minx

a(q). Hence
p0 �x q0 by Lemma 2.2. By Lemma 2.3, there is ap00 2 ∆(p;a) and aq00 2 ∆(q;a)
such thatq00 �x p00. Lemma 2.2 showsp0 �x q00 �x p00 �x q0. But sincep0 is ax-
maximala-successor,p00�x p0 holds; sinceq0 is ax-minimala-successor,q0�x q00
holds. Hencep0 �x q0. Using the transitivity of�x, we haveq0 �x q1 for every
q0;q1 2minx

a(q)[maxxa(p). 2
6 Quotienting Modulo Direct Simulation

In general, when� is an equivalence relation on the state space of an alternating
Büchi automatonA, we call every alternating Büchi automaton aquotient of A
with respect to� if it is of the form(Q=�;Σ; [qI ℄�;∆0;E0;U 0;F=�) (56)

whereM=�= f[q℄� j q2 Mg for everyM �Q and[q℄� = fq0 2 Q j q� q0g.
Furthermore, the following natural constraints must be satisfied:

1. If ([p℄�;a; [q℄�)2∆0, then there existp0� p andq0� q such that(p0;a;q0)2
∆,

2. if [q℄� � E, then[q℄� 2 E0, and

3. if [q℄� �U , then[q℄� 2U 0.
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Note that 1–3 are minimal requirements so that the quotient really reflects the
structure ofA and is not just any automaton on the equivalence classes of�.

A naive quotientis a quotient where the converse of 1 is true, that is, where
transitions are representative-wise.

Direct simulation is particularly easy (compared to delayed or fair simulation),
so one might expect that a naive definition of the quotient automaton modulo di-
rect simulation should be equivalent to the original automaton. Problems arise for
mixed equivalence classes, i. e., classes containing both existential and universal
states. In the naive quotienting, these states can be eitherexistential or universal.

Consider Figure 2, showing an alternating Büchi automatonA overΣ = fa;bg
on the left, where 0�x 2, and the naivex-quotient on the right.

a;b a

b

a

b

a b

0 1 2

3

a;b
b

ab

0;2
3

1

Figure 2: naive quotients don’t work

While the language recognized by the naive quotient isΣω, the original au-
tomaton does not accept any word containing two or more consecutiveb’s. The
other possible naive quotient, where the state[0℄x is declared universal is not
equivalent to the original automaton either: the original automaton on the left-
hand side accepts(ba)ω, but the quotient does not accept this word.

We overcome these problems for direct simulation quotienting by using a more
sophisticated transition relation for the quotient automaton exploiting the simple
structure of direct simulation games.

6.1 Minimax strategies

Given an alternating Büchi automatonA= (Q;Σ;qI ;∆;E;U;F), the two relations�di � Q�Q and�di � Q�Q obviously have the following property.

Remark 2 1. For all p;q2 Q, if p�di q and p2 F, then q2 F.

2. For all p;q2 Q, if p�di q, then p2 F iff q 2 F.
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Clearly, if ((pi;qi);w) is a protoplay in anx-game which is conform with a
winning strategy for Duplicator, thenpi �x qi holds for everyi � 0. In the case of
direct simulation, the converse is true as well:

Lemma 5 Let p0 �di q0. A�di-respecting strategy for Duplicator in Gdi(p0;q0)
is a winning strategy.

Proof. Let p0 �di q0, and letσ be a�di-respecting strategy of Duplicator for
Gdi(p0;q0). Let T = ((pi;qi)i<ω;w) be aσ-conformGdi(p0;q0)-protoplay. By
assumption, we havepi �di qi for everyi � 0. Remark 2 tells us thatqi 2 F when-
everpi 2 F , for everyi � 0. HenceT is a win for Duplicator andσ is a winning
strategy for Duplicator. 2

The�di-respecting strategies are exactly the winning strategies. Of these win-
ning strategies, some are optimal in the sense that they choose moves to maximal
successors in the second component and to minimal successors in the first com-
ponent.

Let σ be a Duplicator strategy for a gameGx(p0;q0). We call σ a minimax
strategyif, for everyσ-conform protoplayT = ((pi;qi)i<ω;w),Æ if (pi;qi) 2U0�Q1, thenpi+1 2minx

w(i)(pi), andÆ if (pi;qi) 2 Q0�E1, thenqi+1 2 maxxw(i)(qi).
We note:

Lemma 6 Let p0 �di q0. Then there exists a�x-respecting minimax strategy for
Duplicator in Gx(p0;q0).
Proof. Using Lemma 2, a�x-respecting minimax strategy for Duplicator can
easily be defined inductively. 2
6.2 Minimax quotienting

Let A = (Q;Σ;q0;∆;E;U;F) be an alternating Büchi automaton. Anx-minimax
quotientof A is a quotient where the transition relation is given by

∆m
x = f([p℄x;a; [q℄x) j a2 Σ; p2 E;q2maxx

a(p)g[f([p℄x;a; [q℄x) j a2 Σ; p2U;q2 minx
a(p)g : (57)

In particular, mixed classes can be declared existential oruniversal. This is not
surprising, since from Corollary 2 and Remark 2, we can conclude:
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Remark 3 1. For a mixed class M2 Q=�x and a2 Σ,f[q℄x j 9p(p2 M\E^q2maxa(p))g= f[q℄x j 9p(p2 M\U ^q2mina(p))g ; (58)

and the size of these sets is 1, i. e., mixed classes are deterministic states of
minimax quotients.

2. For every q2 Q, [q℄di\F 6= /0 iff [q℄di � F : (59)

Now it is easy to show:

Theorem 2 (minimax quotients) Let A be an alternating Büchi automaton as in
(2) and Bm any di-minimax quotient of A.

1. For all p0;q0 2 Q such that p0 �di q0, A(q0) di-simulates Bm([p0℄di) and
Bm([q0℄di) di-simulates A(p0), that is,[p0℄�di q0 and p0 �di [q0℄di.

2. A and Bm di-simulate each other, that is, A�di Bm.

3. A and Bm are equivalent, that is, L(A) = L(Bm).
Proof. Since mixed classes are deterministic states by Remark 3, itsuffices to
consider a quotientBm where every mixed class is existential. Also, it is enough
to show the first part, the other parts follow immediately.

We first show thatA(q0) di-simulatesBm([p0℄di). To do so, we define a win-
ning strategyσ of Duplicator forGdi([p0℄di;q0). First, for every(q;q0) such that
q�di q0, letσq;q0 be a�di-respecting minimax strategy of Duplicator, which exists
by Lemma 6.

Now let T be the prefix of aGdi([p0℄di;q0)-play such that the last positiont
of T is in P1 (that is, pr4(t) = d) and the last(Qdi �Q)-position([p℄di;q) of T
satisfiesp�di q. We distinguish several cases depending on the suffixes ofT.

Case 1, the suffix of the partial protoplay T is of the form([p℄di;q)([p℄di;q;a;s;
0;d;1)([p0℄di;q;a;d;1), i. e., p;q2 E. Then there are a ˆp 2 [p℄di \E and a ˆp0 2[p0℄di such that(p̂;a; p̂0) 2 ∆.

We defineσ(T) = ([p0℄di;q0) where

q0 = pr2(σp̂;q((p̂;q)(p̂;q;a;s;0;d;1)(p̂0;q;a;d;1))) : (60)

Note thatq0 2 maxa(q) sinceσp̂;q is minimax. By choice ofσp̂;q, we havep0 �di

p̂0 �di q0.
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Case 2, the suffix of T is of the form([p℄di;q)([p℄di;q;a;d;0;d;1), i. e., p2U,
q2 E. We defineσ(T) = ([p0℄di;q;a;d;1) andσ(σ(T)) = ([p0℄di;q0) where

p0 = pr1(σp;q((p;q)(p;q;a;d;0;d;1))) ; (61)

q0 = pr2(σp;q(σp;q((p;q)(p;q;a;d;0;d;1))) : (62)

Note thatp0 2 mina(p) sinceσp;q is minimax. Again,p0 �di q0 holds.
Case 3, the suffix of the partial protoplay T is of the form([p℄di;q)([p℄di;q;a;s;

1;d;0)([p℄di;q0;a;d;0), i. e., p;q2U. We defineσ(T) = ([p0℄di;q0) where

p0 = pr1(σp;q((p;q)(p;q;a;s;1;d;0)(p;q0;a;d;0))) : (63)

By choice ofσp;q, we havep0 2 mina(p) andp0 �di q0.
Now σ is a winning strategy of Duplicator forGdi([p0℄di;q0), since anyσ-

conform playT satisfies, for every position([pi ℄di;qi)2Qdi�Q it contains,pi �di

qi . So there cannot be a position([p j ℄di;q j) 2 Fdi� (QnF) in T, since this would
imply p j 6�di q j .

ThatBm([q℄di) di-simulatesA(p) can be shown using a symmetrical construc-
tion and argumentation. 2

The above proof does not use that the set of transitions is minimal–we may
allow more transitions, provided that mixed classes are existential in the quotient
and no transitions induced by universal states to non-minimal successors are con-
sidered for mixed classes. That is, as a corollary of the proof of Theorem 2, we
have:

Corollary 3 Let A= (Q;Σ;qI ;∆;E;U;F) be an alternating Büchi automaton. Let
Bdi = (Q=�di;Σ; [qI ℄di;∆0;E0;U 0;F=�di) be a quotient w. r. t. direct simulation of
A such that∆m

di � ∆0, [q℄di\E 6= /0 implies[q℄di 2 E0, and, for every qu 2 [q℄di\U
such that[q℄di\E 6= /0, if ([qu℄di;a; [q0℄di) 2 ∆0 then there arēq2 [qu℄di\E, q̄0 2[q0℄di such that(q̄;a; q̄0) 2 ∆.

Then, A and Bdi simulate each other.

Theorem 2 is false for delayed simulation, as we will see in the next section.

7 Quotienting Modulo Delayed Simulation

If there is a winning strategy for Duplicator in a gameGde(p;q), there also is a�de-respecting minimax strategy, but this may not necessarilybe a winning strat-
egy; it is possible that no minimax strategy is winning. Consider the automaton in
Figure 3.
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a;b a

a
0 1

Figure 3: de-minimax quotients don’t work

For x2 fde; fg, we have 0�x 1 but not 0�x 1, i.e., maxa(0) = f0g. That is,
for a minimax strategyσ of Duplicator,

σ(P�(1;0;a;d;1)) = (1;0) (64)

holds. Hence((1;0)(1;0;a;s;0;d;1)(1;0;a;d;1))ω is aσ-conformGx(1;0)-play,
but not a win for Duplicator.

Consequently, the language of any minimax quotient is emptysince∆m
de does

not contain a transition from[0℄de to [1℄de.
To circumvent this problem, we define semi-elective quotients.

7.1 Semi-elective quotienting

Let A = (Q;Σ;qI ;∆;E;U;F) be an alternating Büchi automaton. In thesemi-
elective quotientof A, denotedAs

x, the transition relation is given by

∆s
x = f([p℄x;a; [q℄x) j (p;a;q) 2 ∆; p2 Eg[f([p℄x;a; [q℄x) j a2 Σ; [p℄x �U;q2mina(p)g; (65)

and every mixed class is declared existential.
That is, purely universal classes are treated like in the case of minimax quoti-

enting while purely existential and mixed classes are existential states having all
transitions induced by their existential states.

We will show thatA andAs
x simulate each other. Forx = di, this proposition

follows immediately by Corollary 3, i. e.:

Corollary 4 For every alternating Büchi automaton A, the automata A and As
di

simulate each other. In particular, L(A) = L(As
di).

The more complicated case, wherex= de, is treated in the following subsec-
tions.
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7.2 A simulatesAs
de

Although a�de-respecting minimax strategyσ of Duplicator is not necessarily
a winning strategy, it is a�de-respecting winning strategy for Duplicator in the
basic simulation gameG(p0;q0); the winning condition is assumed to be trivial
in the sense that if no early loss occurs, Duplicator wins.

We may extend this observation to a basic simulation gameG(K0; p0) where
K0 is a state of the quotient automatonAs

de such thatk0 �de p0 holds for some
k0 2 K0, which we write asK0 vde p0:

Corollary 5 For all K0 2 Q=�de and for all p0 2 Q such that K0 vde p0, there
is a minimax strategyσ of Duplicator for G(K0; p0) such that, for all Spoiler
strategiesτ for G(K0; p0), the (τ;σ)-conform protoplay((Ki; pi)i<ω;w) satisfies
Ki vde pi for every i< ω.

We then say thatσ is avde-respecting minimax strategy.
Proof. Let K0 2 Qde, p0 2 Q. Let Ti be a prefix of aG(K0; p0)-play such that the
last position ofTi is aP1-position. Again, we make a case distinction.

In the first case, if(Ki; pi)(Ki; pi;a;s;0;d;1)(Ki+1; pi;a;d;1) is a suffix ofT
(henceKi 2 Ede), we findki 2 Ki \ E andki+1 2 ∆(ki;a)\Ki+1.

By Lemma 2.1, the setfp0 2 ∆(pi;a) j ki+1 �de p0g is not empty. We choose
a�de-maximal elementpi+1 of this set (which is an element of maxde

a (pi)) and
defineσ(T) = (Ki+1; pi+1). HenceKi+1 vde pi+1.

In the other cases, the suffixes are of the form(Ki; pi;a;d;0;d;1), of the form(Ki; pi+1;a;d;0), or of the form(Ki; pi)(Ki ; pi;a;d;0;d;1)(Ki+1; pi;a;d;1) where
Ki+1 is chosen such that there is ap0 2 ∆(pi;a) satisfyingKi+1 vde p0. These
cases are also treated using Lemma 2, i. e., by Lemma 2.3 and 2.4, we can find a
de-minimala-successorKi+1 of Ki and use similar arguments if Duplicator has to
move in the first component. 2

With a proof completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 4, we can show
Corollary 6.

Corollary 6 Let K0 2 Q=�de, p0 2 Q such that K0 vde p0, and q0 2 Q such
that p0 �de q0. Let σ be avde-respecting minimax strategy for Duplicator in
G(K0; p0) and letσde be a Duplicator winning strategy for Gde(p0;q0).

Thenσ ./ σde is avde-respecting strategy.

And we can easily verify the following.

Lemma 7 Let K0; p0;q0;σ;σde be chosen like in Corollary 6.
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For every Spoiler strategyτ in Gde(K0;q0), p0 2 F implies that the(τ;σ ./
σde)-conform play contains a position(K j ;q j) 2 Qde� F, i. e., σ ./ σde is a
winning strategy for Duplicator in G(K0;q0) with winning setfu 2 Pω j 9i(ui 2
Qde�F)g.
Proof. Let τ be a Spoiler strategy forGde(K0;q0), and let p0 2 F. Let T =((ti)i<ω;w) be the(τ;σ ./ σde)-conform protoplay, and assume that there is no
i 2 ω such thatti = (Ki;qi) 2 Qde�F. SinceT is σ ./ σde-conform, the playT 00
(as defined in Section 4) isσde-conform. ButT 00 is not a win for Duplicator, in
contradiction toσde being a winning strategy for Duplicator. Hence there must be
a positionti = (Ki ;qi) in T such thatqi 2 F . 2

We are now ready to show:

Theorem 3 Let A be a Büchi automaton, and let p;q be states such that p�de q.
A(q) de-simulates Asde([p℄de), i. e., there is a winning strategy for Duplicator in
Gde([p℄de;q).
Proof. To show that there is a winning strategyσ for Duplicator inGde([p℄de;q),
we fix

1. for everyK 2 Qde, a representativer(K) 2 K such that ifK \F 6= /0 then
r(K) 2 F,

2. for every(K; p) 2 Qde�Q such thatK vde p, avde-respecting minimax
strategyσo

K;p of Duplicator for G(K; p) (by Corollary 5, there is such a
strategy), and

3. for every(p;q) 2 Q�Q such thatp�de q, a winning strategyσde
p;q of Du-

plicator forGde(p;q).
For the prefixTn of a Gde([p℄de;q)-play T, let (ti)i�n = (Ki;qi)i�n be the sub-

sequence of the(Qde�Q)-positions inTn. Let

j = minfi � n j (Ki;qi) 2 Fde� (QnF) ^8i0(i � i0 � n! qi0 =2 F)g ; (66)

or j = 0 if this set is empty. LetT[ j ;i℄ be the suffix ofTi starting witht j , and define

σ(Ti) := σo
K j ;r(K j) ./ σde

r(K j );q j
(T[ j ;i℄) : (67)

By Corollary 6,σ isvde-respecting. Now ifti = (Ki;qi) is the first(Fde� (Qn
F))-position after the last(Qde�F)-position (or the first(Fde� (QnF))-position
at all), we haveKi vde qi . The strategyσ is updated toσo

Ki ;r(Ki) ./ σde
r(Ki);qi

where
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r(Ki) 2 Ki \F , and only the suffix starting with(Ki;qi) of the play is taken into
account for the following moves of Duplicator.

By Lemma 7, Duplicator’s use ofσ forces the play to reach a position(K j ;q j)2
Qde�F (andK j vde q j ). Hence every position inFde� (QnF) is followed by a
position inQde�F in aσ-conform play. Thusσ is a winning strategy of Duplica-
tor for Gde([p℄de;q). 2
7.3 As

de simulatesA

Theorem 3 says thatA(q) de-simulatesAs
de([p℄de). We also want to show that

As
de([q℄de) de-simulatesA(p). The main idea is quite similar to the previous proof:

we will not join a�de-respecting strategy with a winning strategy, but a win-
ning strategy with a “�de-respecting” strategy, thus ensuring that the intermediate
sequence is a path in the sequence of second state componentsin the plays of
Gde(p; [q℄de).

We start with the following corollary which is a direct consequence of the
construction ofAs

de together with Corollary 2.

Corollary 7 Let q002 [q0℄de. There is a Duplicator strategyσ� for Gde(q00; [q0℄de)
such that, for every Q�Qde-position(q0i; [qi℄de) of a σ�-conform play, q0i 2 [qi℄de

holds.

We call such a strategy�de-respecting.
A �de-respecting strategy will replace the�de-respecting minimax strategy

of the previous proof. We will show that the join of a winning strategy for
Gde(p0;q0) and a�de-respecting strategy forGde(q0; [q0℄de) is a winning strat-
egy forGde(p0; [q0℄de).
Theorem 4 Let A be a Büchi automaton with states p0;q0 such that p0 �de q0.
The automaton Asde([q0℄de) de-simulates A(p0), i. e., there is a winning strategy
for Duplicator in Gde(p0; [q0℄de).
Proof. Let σde be a winning strategy of Duplicator forGde(p0;q0), and letσ� be
a�de-respecting Duplicator strategy forGde(q0; [q0℄de). We show thatσde./q0 σ�
is a Duplicator winning strategy forGde(p0; [q0℄de).

Let τ be a Spoiler strategy forGde(p0; [q0℄de). Let T = (ti)i<ω be the(τ;σde./
σ�)-conform protoplay with the intermediateq0-sequence(q0i)i<ω.

Sinceξ(T 0) is σde-conform, there is, for everyi < ω such that pr1(ti) 2 F, a
j � i such thatq0j 2 F . Sinceξ(T 00) is σ�-conform, we haveq0j 2 pr2(t j), hence

t j 2Q�Fde. Consequently,σde./q0 σ� is a winning strategy. 2
Theorems 3 and 4 yield:
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Theorem 5 (semi-elective quotients)For every alternating Büchi automaton A,
the automata A and Asde de-simulate each other, in particular, L(A) = L(As

de).
7.4 Remarks

In the construction of the quotient automaton, a transition(qu;a;q0) 2 ∆ where
qu 2U only results in a transition([qu℄de;a; [q0℄de) 2 ∆de if q0 2 mina(qu), even
if [qu℄de is not a mixed but a purely universal class. This is not a technical trick
to permit an easier proof, but a necessity, for without this restriction the resulting
quotient automaton would not recognize the language of the original automaton.

Consider the automaton given in Figure 1 again, this time as an automaton over
the alphabetfbg. We have 0�de 1>de 2. So a quotient construction preserving
non-minimal successors of universal states would result inthe automaton given in
Figure 4. But the original automaton acceptsbω whereas the quotient does not.

b
0,1 2

b b

Figure 4: a quotient of the automaton in Figure 1

Above we saw that in some cases existential classes need transitions to non-
maximal successors. In certain situations, not all such transitions are really nec-
essary. For example, accepting classes only need maximal transitions:

Remark 4 Let As0
de be the quotient which is defined just as As

de but with the tran-
sition relation given by

∆s0
de= f([p℄de;a; [q℄de) j (p;a;q) 2 ∆^ p2 E^ ([p℄de\F = /0_q2maxa(p))g[f([p℄de;a; [q℄de) j a2 Σ; [p℄de�U;q2 mina(p)g : (68)

Then As0
de de-simulates A.

In other words, if an existential state isde-equivalent to an accepting state,
its non-de-maximal transitions are superfluous. Conversely, a universal statede-
equivalent to an accepting state may keep its non-de-minimal transitions in the
quotient.
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Figure 5: automaton and de-semi-elective quotient

7.5 An example

As an example of the construction of the semi-elective quotient automaton modulo
delayed simulation, consider Figure 5.

For the automatonAon the left, we have 2<de1�de5<de0�de3<de4. Thus
there are four states in the quotient automatonAs

de on the right. Since minb(1) =f2g, the edge([1℄de;b; [1℄de) is not in∆s
de; since mina(0) = minb(0) = f1g, there

is no edge([0℄de;c; [3℄de) in ∆s
de with c2 fa;bg. And since mina(3) = minb(3) =f1g, there is no edge([3℄de;c; [4℄de) in ∆s

de with c2 fa;bg. Consequently, the state[4℄de is not reachable inAs
de and should be removed in a successive optimization

of the quotient automaton.

8 Efficient Algorithms

Efficient algorithms for computing simulation relations ofnondeterministic Büchi
automata are given in [ESW01]. We can use the same ideas with minor modifica-
tions and adjustments. This is explained in the first two subsections. In the third
subsection, we focus on weak alternating Büchi automata. Wepresent a specific
algorithm for computing simulation relations for weak alternating Büchi automata
with a lower time complexity.
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8.1 Modifications for the delayed simulation game

For direct and fair simulation, the winning conditions of the corresponding games
can be phrased as Büchi or even simpler conditions. This is not true for delayed
simulation. But a simple expansion of the game graph will achieve this, as pointed
out in [ESW01] already. The crucial information for the players of a delayed sim-
ulation game is whether the play has already visited a position in F̂ \ F̄ 0 without
having visited aF̂ 0-position since or not. Following [ESW01], we encode this
information in the positions of the delayed simulation game. This yields a Büchi
game.

For an alternating automatonA= (Q;Σ;q0;∆;E;U;F) andp;q2Q, let

G(p;q) = (P;P0;P1;(pI ;qI);Z) (69)

be the basic simulation game according to Section 3. We definethe game

Gde2(p;q) = (Pde;Pde
0 ;Pde

1 ;(p;q;bp;q);Zde;Wde2) (70)

by

Pde= P�f0;1g ; (71)

Pde
0 = P0�f0;1g ; (72)

Pde
1 = P1�f0;1g ; (73)

Wde2 = (Pde�(P�f0g))ω (74)

and

Zde= f((t;b);(t 0;b)) 2 Pde�Pde j (t; t 0) 2 Z; t 0 =2Q2g[f((t;b);(t 0;b)) 2 Pde�Pde j (t; t 0) 2 Z; t 0 2 (QnF)2g[f((t;b);(t 0;0)) 2 Pde�Pde j (t; t 0) 2 Z; t 0 2 Q�Fg[f((t;b);(t 0;1)) 2 Pde�Pde j (t; t 0) 2 Z; t 0 2 F� (QnF)g:
with bp;q = 1 if p2 F;q =2 F and elsebp;q = 0. Observe that the parametersp and
q influence the initial position only.

We define thatp�de2 q holds if Duplicator has a winning strategy forGde2.

Remark 5 The game Gde(p;q) is a win for Duplicator if and only if the game
Gde2(p;q) is a win for Duplicator, i. e.,�de2 =�de.

So in the remainder it is enough to consider the gamesGdi(p;q), Gde2(p;q),
andGf (p;q).
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8.2 Reduction of the game graphs

By definition and by Remark 5 it is clear that in order to determine whetherp�di

q, p�de q, or p� f q holds it is sufficient to determine the winner in the game
Gdi(p;q), Gde2(p;q), or Gf (p;q), respectively. A priori, the size of these games
can be reduced in order to reduce the complexity of determining whether one state
simulates another state.

We call a positionproductiveif it is reachable in the game graph from a(Q�
Q)-position. A positionp 2 P is adead endif no (Q�Q)-position is reachable
from p andp =2 Q�Q. Note that the game graph of a complete automaton does
not have dead ends.

Remark 6 1. A position(p0;q;a;S0;1) is productive only if there is a p2 Q
such that(p;a; p0) 2 ∆ and(p;q) =2U �U.

2. A position(p;q0;a;S0;0) is productive only if there is a q2 U such that(q;a;q0) 2 ∆ and p2U.

3. A position(p;q;a;S;b;S0;b0) or (p;q;a;S;b) is a dead end if∆(p;a) = /0
and b= 0, or ∆(q;a) = /0 and b= 1.

That is, in the game graph of an automaton withn states andm transitions,
there areO(n2+ nm) productive states that are not dead ends, andO(n2 + nm)
moves between them. Since we may remove all unproductive positions from the
game graph we may assume that there are at mostO(jQj2+ jQj � j∆j) positions and
moves in the game graph. Since we also may assume that every state is reachable
from the initial state, we havej∆j � jQj�1. So we conclude:

Remark 7 It can be assumed that the game graphs of Gdi(p;q), Gde2(p;q), and
Gf (p;q) have O(jQj � j∆j) positions and moves.

We may now compute the winning sets and thus the relations�di,�de and� f

in the reduced game graph using the algorithms given in [ESW01]. This yields:

Theorem 6 (computing simulation relations) Given an alternating Büchi au-
tomaton A with n states and m transitions,�di can be computed in time O(nm).
The relations�de and� f can be computed in time O(n3m) and space O(nm).

The same complexity bounds hold for computing the respective quotients.
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8.3 Computing simulation relations of weak alternating Büchi
automata

A weak alternating Büchi automatonA = (Q;Σ;q0;∆;E;U;F) is an alternating
Büchi automaton such that every strongly connected component (SCC for short)
C� Q of the transition graph satisfiesC� F or C� QnF. This strong require-
ment lets us design more efficient algorithms for computing simulation relations
and quotients, similar to what was done in [KVW00] in the context of emptiness
tests for weak alternating automata over one-letter alphabets.

The following is easy to see:

Remark 8 If C is a SCC of the game graph of Gx(A;A) for x2 fdi;de2; fg, there
are SCCs C0;C1 of the transition graph of A such thatfpr1(p) j p2Cg �C0 andfpr2(p) j p2Cg �C1.

Similarly, if C is a SCC of the game graph ofGde2(A;A), precisely one of the
following statements holds:

1. For all positions(p;b) 2C, pr1(p) 2 F, pr2(p) 2 F andb= 0.

2. For all positions(p;b) 2C, pr1(p) =2 F, pr2(p) 2 F andb= 0.

3. For all positions(p;b) 2C, pr1(p) 2 F, pr2(p) =2 F andb= 1.

4. For all positions(p;b) 2C, pr1(p) =2 F, pr2(p) =2 F andb= 0.

5. For all positions(p;b) 2C, pr1(p) =2 F, pr2(p) =2 F andb= 1.

For a gameGf (A;A) the situation is similar but simpler, for the winning bit (the
last component) is missing.

That is, for a SCC of the game graph ofGde2(A;A) or Gf (A;A) from which
no other SCC is reachable the winning positions can be determined just as in an
ordinary game: if the winning bit is 0 Duplicator wins the delayed game starting
in any position ofC; if (pr1(p);pr2(p)) =2 F� (QnF) for somep2C Duplicator
wins the fair simulation game starting from any position inC; in all other cases
Spoiler wins, except for the cases where the SCC consists of asingle dead end,
but these cases are easy to handle.

Now assume that for a SCCC, the winning positions of all topologically
smaller SCCs have already been computed, i. e., for all positions t 2C such that(t; t 0) 2 Z for a t 0 =2C, we already know whethert 0 is a winning position either for
Spoiler or for Duplicator. Ift 2 P0 andt 0 is a win for Spoiler,t also is a win for
Spoiler; else ift 0 is a win for Duplicator, we may simply ignore the move(t; t 0) in
the computation of the winning positions ofC (symmetrically fort 2 P1). That is,
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the treatment ofC reduces to a game of accessibility in a boolean graph and can
be done in linear time, see [And94].

This suggests the following algorithm to compute the winning positions of
Duplicator inGde2(A;A) andGf (A;A):

1. Compute the SCCsC0; : : : ;Cn�1 of the game graph (the time expense is
linear in the number of positions and moves [Tar72]).

2. Compute a topological sortingCi0 �T Ci1 �T : : : �T Cin�1 of the SCCs of
the game graph (linear in the number of positions and moves [Knu68]).

3. Compute in the orderCin�1;Cin�2; : : : ;Ci0 the winning positions for the sep-
arate SCCs. Since these are in fact winning positions of reachability games,
this can be done in time linear in the number of positions and moves, see
[And94].

Using Remark 7 and Theorem 6, we conclude:

Theorem 7 (weak alternating automata) Given a weak alternating Büchi au-
tomaton with n states and m transitions,�di, �de and� f can be computed in
time O(nm).

The same time bound holds for computing the respective quotients.

Conclusion

We have adapted direct, delayed, and fair simulation relations to alternating Büchi
automata, introduced new methods for constructing simulation quotients, and an-
alyzed the complexity of computing these relations and quotients. As a result we
can state that even with alternating Büchi automata simulation relations are an
appropriate, efficient means for checking language containment and state-space
reduction. Since weak alternating Büchi automata are closely related to linear
temporal logic formulas, the results also open up new directions for minimizing
temporal formulas.
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